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About This Game

Let us live

on this land so arid.

KARAKARA. It is the sound of aridity. It is the sound of dry asphalt and sandy winds. It is the sound of relentless sunshine, as
well as the sound of a withering race.

The "Age of Dusk." It is a time of senescence for the human species, during which hybrids known as the "Others"—those who
are human, yet not—exist in great numbers. On the windswept barrens of a land without moisture, a small gathering of people
make their living in a world they no longer know. Down a stretch of highway and far from the heart of the town are two such
people who run a small diner. To them, the circumstances that reshaped their world is of far less concern than the number of

lunch boxes they can load into their delivery vehicle. After all, leaving customers hungry is not good for business, and business
keeps them fed. Day after day, they occupy themselves with the endless work of their store. However, the comfortable

monotony of their daily lives is turned on its head when they discover a large suitcase by the roadside on their way home from
deliveries. Lying on the suitcase, unmoving, is a young girl with pink hair...

Though parched, they keep each other company,

and while hollow, they fill each other's voids.

So shall they live
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on this land so arid.
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High recommend to buy it.. I've had a lot of fun so far. The attention to detail on the weapons is incredible and so much fun.. A
quite enjoyable take on this puzzle type. All the special elements are well done and adds depth and strategy to an otherwise
fairly basic puzzle. Upping the challenge drastically.

Warmly recommended. Eyepleasing graphics and sound. Well worth the cost for a brainteaser like this one.. Don't buy it unless
it's on sale. The puzzles got only one answer and don't allow alternative answers so you have to search for the walkthrough. The
puzzles are repetitive, so I can't say it's fun nor challenging.. So far so good. I have played this game as a release on steam and
even beforehand in the earlier stages and it's cool to see where the game has gone. I started as Sage because I liked his perk of
bigger buds, because to me bigger buds = bigger wallet. By the end of march I had two separate plots, a lawyer who had my
back, and 33 grand in pocket with several happy costumers including Green2Go, who had reoccurring contracts being offered,
which I can only assume is a supply chain throughout the game.
There are little bugs here and there so far, but haven't encountered any game breaking bugs. I was able to save my game and
load it without any problems. However, I played as "Sage" and the game avatar was "Polly" but when I went back in game, I was
Sage. Also, a few contracts called me "Polly" but I was Sage. Sometimes I've noticed the nutrients bars will have a gap at the
bottom of the bar, and if I add the water\/fertilizer, the bar drops down and starts to add to the top again. Not sure how this is
affecting my plants but I thought it was worth mentioning. Sometimes it's a little difficult to target a plant, or know if I'm
targeting the right plant. I've had nutrients add double when clicking consecutively.
Once I play more, save up some, unlock some staff, I can update this post. As a tycoon game and early access, the foundation is
there, and there is more to come. Keep it up, Joint Ventures!
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One of the thinnest games around.

Maybe buy it at 75% off.. Graphics straight out of 2005.
Really busy user interface.
Not terrible for what it is, but is definitely outclassed by better MMO's.

Can't really reccomend it in a such a busy marketplace. Spend your time elsewhere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7bTiCfqiJ8. great time waster. Great game, challenging puzzles, awesome soundtrack.

My AWSD buttons got broken 80/10. very nice and relaxing point and click puzzle game - good fun - not much to say really
except the puzzles are good - mildly taxing at times but solvable with a little thought and poking around - nice art style. Twitch
support Broken, devs clearly gave up on it.

Make it free to play and sell dlc. Great game! Whens it coming out in Polish?. Cheap, crude, and simple, Could've sworn I
played this exact same game on Newgrounds ten years ago.

In fact I'm pretty sure that I played better games on Newgrounds ten years ago.. Basically everything you need from a strategy
game. 9/10. Really need the equivalent of the C&C "crane" building so I can build more than one building at once.

But seriously. These developers get it. Game works perfectly on release. Looks good. Runs good. Decent co-op campaign, 2
normal campaigns, plenty of skirmish with steam workshop for more maps after the fact. They deserve your money. They did it
right.
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